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Important Disclaimer
Use of all trails and paths is at the user’s own risk. The Grand Forks Community Trails Society, the

author of this guide, the City of Grand Forks, the Kootenay-Boundary Regional District, the Crown,
and adjacent property owners are not and will not be held liable or responsible for injuries to trail
users (and /or their pets) sustained while using these trails and paths.

Please note that trail users may encounter poor road and trail conditions, unexpected traffic and
low or no road or trail maintenance. Please use caution.

Area residents have been walking, cycling and riding some of these paths and trails for
generations; however, some of these paths pass through private property. All trail users proceed
only at their own risk and accept full responsibility should they sustain any injury or create any
damage to the property.

Introduction
The Grand Forks Walkabout has been a treasured guide of walking, biking and hiking trails

connecting Grand Forks to its historic and beautiful landscape. The guide was written in 2005 by
Rosemary Phillips under contract with the Grand Forks Community Trails Society. It contained 12
clear descriptions of walking trails in a pocket size volume. This version of the guide owes a great
deal to Rosemary for her clear instructions and the practical design of Volume 1. Her descriptions
are still used for some of the trails in this version. Nonetheless, times have changed and so have
the trails. The community has successfully improved its trails and integrated them into an active
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life-style that benefits all ages and abilities. Partnerships between governments, industry and
community groups have created a network of paved and lit trails as well as more challenging forest
paths. Other sports enthusiasts also enjoy our trails. Today, walkers find themselves sharing trails
with bicycles, equestrians, skiers and snow shoers. And today trail users are likely to be carrying a
smart phone full of navigational information.

While there is still a demand for a pocket-size volume, there is a need to integrate this trails guide
with other community regional maps as well as with the mobile internet. As much as necessary, the
original instructions have been updated with new landmarks. Maps have been redrawn based on
Google My Maps and a kmz file and a pdf is provided for each trail from the Society’s web site at
www.gftrails.ca Trail users are encouraged to download these files into their smart phone and follow
them there. Future updates as well as additional trails will be provided through the website.

Please support this work by paying for this guidebook wherever you obtained it or making a
donation on our website. 

Trail User Rules
These trails are very popular with a variety of user groups. Besides walkers, there are cyclists and

others using mobility devices. Equestrians are also welcome on most of these trails, including the
paved ones. Many of these trails are also open for winter use so skiers and snowshoers can also be
found enjoying the winter landscape. The North Fork is a ‘mixed-use’ trail and you can expect to
see ATV’s and dirt bikes sharing the trail. As some of these trails wander onto private property, it
is essential to stay on the trail and respect gates and fences. All rules boil down to two critical
behaviors: Respect and Common Sense. Hopefully, this list illustrates just that.

Trail User Tips
Wildlife abounds in the Grand Forks area. Whitetail deer are everywhere and although they look

like lawn ornaments, they are wild animals. It is illegal to feed them in the city. And be extra cautious
when around these animals as they are quite unpredictable. There is the occasional black bear
wandering into town looking for a meal. If you are lucky enough to encounter one, be very respectful
and give it a wide berth. Be prepared to wave your arms and make a loud noise if the bear looks
threatening. As an extra precaution you can carry bear spray or a bear banger. Rattlesnakes are
also native to this region. If you encounter one sunning itself on a rock, carefully walk around it. If
it is moving, let it pass. And always keep your dog under control when around wildlife. At all times
you should be carrying a leash and picking up your pet’s droppings.

In the summer, the temperature can rise above 30 degrees. The best walking is in the morning
or the evening. Always carry water for yourself and your pets.

In the winter, walking can be hazardous. Be prepared for icy conditions and sudden changes
of weather. Fortunately, the city plows, sands and lights its paved trails and these provide great
winter walking.

Respect all users 
Motorized users yield to all other users
All users yield to horses
Respect the trails
Minimize noise and dust
Minimize your impact on the trail surface

Respect the environment
Protect the land, the wild life and the water
Pack it in – Pack it out
Respect our community
Stay on the designated trail
Be a good neighbor 

This 2016 Grand Forks Valley Walka-
bout Trail Guide is published by
Grand Forks Community Trail Soci-
ety gftrails.ca with Vicom Design Inc
vicomdesign.com. All contents copy-

right 2016 by Grand Forks Commu-
nity Trail Society gftrails.ca and
Vicom Design Inc. No portion of this
guide may be reproduced without
the written consent of Grand Forks

Community Trail Society gftrails.ca
and or Vicom Design Inc. vicomde-
sign.com
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This short loop was already paved in 2005, but City Park has seen many improvements in the 10
years since the Volume 1 was printed. New public washrooms and stage were constructed in 2009
at the east end of the park. This year a brand new spray park will open right beside the city park
stage beside two other wonderful playgrounds. There is lots of parking at the improved Selkirk
College parking lot or at the end of 4th right beside the river.

The paved trail is part of the Trans Canada Trail and circles the park. There is a new TCT Bantam
trail marker beside new rock signage dedicated to the preservation of the river’s riparian areas.
There is lots more to see: a BMX track, the riverside, out door volleyball court, rugby field and benches
under newly planted shade trees. The beach on the Kettle River is a major tubing point for arrivals and
departures for your favorite floating device.

The TCT enters the park from Kettle River Drive on the west on a steep footpath past a stone
monument. It leaves the park on the east side and travels up a lane past 3rd to 2nd street.

Easy Difficulty ~ 900 m ~ Tme 15 minutes ~ Paved trail with lighting
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In 2009 the City received a Recreation Infrastructure grant from the federal government, which
they matched with a provincial Local Motion grant and their own ‘slag funds’. This resulted in the
paving and lighting of the Black Train Bridge trail, which has noticeably changed how people of
all ages and abilities move within the city.  

One place you can start this beautiful trail is at the Columbia & Western Station Pub where there
is lots of parking. The old rail grade is behind the station pub and is still CPR’s property and hasn’t
been improved. You can wander down it past the restored CPR shed which acts as a TCT information
kiosk to McCallum Road. Take a bit of jaunt to the east to get on the unused paved road of Columbia
and a good look at the wildlife area below. You will probably see lots of deer. When you get to
Highway 3 you will have to go back west a block to Donaldson to cross the highway at the street
light. Cross the highway and head east back down to the well-signed trailhead and the new paved
trail. You will pass below a subdivision and above another wildlife area, which is an abandoned
oxbow of the Kettle River. It is very popular with deer and other wildlife. Cross Boundary Road and
you will come to the new kiosk in a little square that holds the restored CPR tool shed. This is
another great starting point for the trail. You can park along the Kettle River Drive or in the desig-
nated area by the kiosk if you want to start or end your walk at this point. Cross on the clearly
marked road to enjoy the decked Black Train Bridge. The 39th Squadron of the Canadian Military
Engineers decked this trestle in 2008 and renamed it the Darrel Priede Trestle in honor of a young
soldier killed in Afghanistan. Enjoy the new look out and memorial bench perched over the river.
The sign and the unique railings of the bridge were locally designed. Continue south along the
Kettle River to the new Community Gardens in the South Ruckle neighborhood. There is a lower
beach trail that loops back towards to the paved trail. Be prepared to walk along the water’s edge
to find some small beaches. In the summer time you can see dozens of tubers floating down the
river. You can turn around at the new Community Gardens or explore the quiet streets of the South
Ruckle neighborhood.

Easy Difficulty ~ 1.9 km one way ~ Time 30 minutes ~ Paved trail with lighting
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If you walk east out of city park, you will get to the newly paved WaterFront Trail. From the Selkirk
parking lot follow the TCT signs along the lane, crossing over 3rd Street and turning south along
2nd Street. You will cross over the Kettle River and from the bridge you can see the fork of the
Kettle and Granby Rivers. Continue along 2nd to 68th until you reach the new parking lot and trail
head built by Roxul. This trail was paved in 2013 by the City and the Province and is the first phase
of the envisioned paving project from Grand Forks to Christina Lake known as the Kettle River
Heritage Trail. The paved trail takes you along the waters edge and is a great opportunity for
birders. It also takes you right behind the Roxul plant which manufactures rock wool insulation
and is a good supporter of our trails. The Nursery Trestle or the Munro Trestle was re-decked in
2014 by the province and the regional district. It was first decked in 2003 and renamed by the
Canadian Military Engineers to honor a local soldier. There are great beaches on either side of the
trestle and a home made jumping platform off the trestle for those really adventurous types. This
is a great spot to start or end your tubing adventures too. There is good road support and parking
on both sides of the trestle.

Easy Difficulty ~ Time 3 km one way ~ Time 45 minutes one-way ~ Paved trail
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One of the most significant improvements since 2005 is the development of the beautiful Riverside
Trail. This crushed gravel and lit trail strolls along the Granby River from the forks of the Kettle and
Granby rivers to Barbara Ann Park. There is lots of parking at either end of this trail. This trail is a
must for anyone who wants to experience the best riverside Grand Forks has to offer.

The city acquired the lands around the forks in 2006 and turned them into a peaceful park with
benches and lights. Stroll on the crushed gravel trail under the large cottonwood trees. There is
lots of parking with doggy bags and garbage collectors. Then wander up the trail past the emergency
shelter, thrift store and coffee station to Sugimoto Park. There beautiful flower gardens are adjacent
to the river and are dedicated to a beloved long-term mayor.

At the end of the park, get on the sidewalk and walk up to Highway 3. You are supposed to cross
the highway at 2nd, but perhaps some day the city will complete a pedestrian walkway under the
bridge. Get back on the crushed gravel trail behind Happy Days Diner and head north to one of
the most popular beaches in the region.

Sands Beach or The Corners is a beautiful sandy beach by a deep swim hole. There is a lovely
circular current that can take swimmers and tubers in a lazy circle on a hot summer’s day. Here too
the walker has a choice: stay on the crushed gravel trail on the dike or move closer to the river and
walk along a well marked single track trail past even more sandy beaches. When you get to Barbara
Ann you can enjoy another sandy beach, tennis courts and public washrooms. The city recently
painted Pickle Ball courts on the court surface as well. This is not only a great walking loop but an
easy tubing loop as well. Put in at Barbara Ann Park and float gently down to the Corners Beach.
Get out, walk back, repeat.

Easy difficulty ~ 2.4 km ~ Time 45 minutes one way ~ Crush gravel lit trail.
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Just a short walk from Barbara Ann Park is the new trailhead for the Riverside Meadows Trail that
can take you to the historic dam site or the North Fork development known as Copper Ridge. Start
by parking your vehicle at the official trailhead at the end of 85th. Soon the city will construct a
new kiosk at this site as well as a gravel parking area. Walk on the public trail below the beautiful
homes of this new subdivision. Please respect the beaches in front of these homes as the land on
the riverside of the trail is private property. After the subdivision look for several hidden sandy
beaches just off the trail. These are open to public access. This trail also merges with several other
trails. The first trail on your left will be the old Lincoln Trail that travels above the new subdivision.
Again on the left look for the end of the Observation Mountain East Trail that leads back up to the
top of the mountain. Just after that there is Copper Ridge cut off trail that is a shorter less steep
route. On the right, there is also the steep trail down to Nudie Cove just before the main trail leads
up the hill to Copper Ridge. The trail up to Copper Ridge is a bit steep but it connects you to the
end of Prospect Drive where many locals start their walk despite the unfriendly signs. To get to the
dam site continue on the trail beside the river as it weaves through the forest on the shoulder of
the Granby River Gorge. Further on there is another steep trail down to yet another beautiful ‘Hid-
den Beach’. Eventually you will begin a series of challenging switchbacks that take you to the moss
covered rocks above the dam site. Here you will have a great view of the historic dam site, the
Granby Gorge, and the grasslands to the east of the river. You can turn around here but if you are
looking for more walking explore to the north until you find the connecting trail down to the CPR
Trail, the dam site, Snake Hole and eventually out to the North Fork Road.

High Difficulty ~ 2.3 km to the dam site ~ Time 40 minutes one way ~ Forest path
Moderate Difficulty ~ 2.2 km to Copper Ridge ~ Time 40 minutes one way ~ Forest road 
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This historic rail bed has just been designated a recreational trail and should become part of the
trails society’s Stewardship Agreement with the province. The society hopes to develop this trail
and the dam site as official historic sites. There is lots of parking at the trailhead. From town drive
up North Fork Road past Ward’s Lake. Turn right just after the Rodeo Grounds sign just before Eagle
Ridge Road which is on your left. Park your car about 200 m down the gravel road on the outside
of the gate. Continue on foot around the gate on the road up to the rodeo grounds. This is actually
the old CPR rail grade. When the road veers up to the right stay on the old rail bed. There are great
views of the North Fork as you walk above ranch land. This used to be the main access to a notorious
beach called ‘Snake Hole’, the site of too many wild bush parties. Today this beach has disappeared
and become an abandoned slough as the river has changed direction. Look for the trails down to
the beach that are labeled public access. Please respect the fencing that marks private property.
Back on the rail bed follow the river as it swings south into a gorge that comes alive in high water
but is a great fishing fly fishing spot in the summer. You will eventually arrive at the trails end 30
m above the river on the edge of a steep precipice that is the footing of the CPR trestle. The view
is breath taking and the artifacts amazing but BE CAREFUL. You can turn around and walk back to
your car or look for the trail with the hand rails leading up to the upper dam site. A short climb
and you will be on the old GN rail bed. Yes there were two sets of train tracks that crossed the river
here! Look south and you will see the trail through the forest to the upper dam site area. Here the
views are even more spectacular. And if you are ready for a longer walk, look for the Riverside
Meadows Trail leading back down along the river to the new subdivision.

Easy Difficulty ~ 1.4 km ~ Time 30 minutes one way ~ Heritage rail bed
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If you are looking for a workout this trail is for you. Known locally as the Grand Forks Grind the
trail has been rededicated to those would ‘climb higher’.

There is designated parking at the Wildlife Hall kiosk that was installed in 2014 by the city. Near
the well-set entrance there is a plaque dedicating the trail. The trail has been improved and the
new city bench, the Perepelkin Bench, has been installed at the first lookout after 300 m of steep
uphill. The next 700 m of trail is a well-marked trail that provides scenic views over Riverside to-
wards Elephant Head. Hikers should wear sturdy footwear and carry water for hot climbs. At the
top of Observation, the star provides memorable and iconic viewpoints of the Kettle Valley and
City below. Time yourself to the star and enjoy the ring of stone furniture constructed for you to
rest on and plan your route down the mountain. Basically there are three choices you can take to
get back down the mountain. First, you can walk down the road that has been upgraded since
2005 for the construction of the new Rogers microwave tower. This forest road leads you to the
Copper Ridge Trail where you can turn right and head back to town on the Riverside Meadows
Trail. Second, from the top you can hike towards the west down the ridge on a foot path towards
the area known as Copper Fields. This is a much longer walk and there are lots of opportunities to
get lost. Third, you can just turn around and go back down the trail. 

There are many paths on Observation Mountain used by local residents. Recently built, a new
trail from the end of 8th and the old green city works building provides a longer climb and even
more of a workout!

Very difficult ~ 5.5 km ~ Time 2 hours return ~ Steep forest path and forest road
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This trail has not seen many improvements but it is still beautiful.  Park your car at the end of Val-
ley Heights Drive.  Then walk up the trail past the reservoir which has seen extensive repairs since
2005.  There are actually lots of trails and roads to explore. A slightly different longer loop takes
you up to Lost Lake and other well marked trails developed by the Grand Forks ATV Club. Please
consult Google maps for details. To get started drive east on Highway 3 out of downtown Grand
Forks and over the Granby River Bridge. Immediately turn left onto the Granby Road, then turn
right on Valley Heights Drive and wind your way around to Victoria Way. Try to park your car to
avoid blocking traffic. Walk up to the junction and turn right and up past the reservoir. Climb
through the fence and turn left and keep climbing. At the summit of the trail there is a good view
of the City and the North Fork valley. Keep going and open a range gate to get through a fence
and turn left onto a single-track path. Look carefully for the homemade bench just below the trail
that was placed by a local family. Continue on until you are back at the first fence and gate and
turn right back down to the street. 

The Upper Powerline Trail provides stunning views of the Kettle Valley both east and west of
Grand Forks. It is an all season trail that provides great access to wildlife viewing. Mule deer and
bighorn sheep are common sights and in the spring this is an excellent area to catch a glimpse of
bluebirds. Park at the end of the pavement on Winnipeg Avenue in the Valley Heights subdivision.
Follow the rough roadway, cross the cattle guard and follow the rougher road until it joins the
Morrissey Creek Road. Continue on the Morrissey Creek Road for 250 m and turn left onto a rough
road that goes straight up the hill for 200 m. Turn left onto a power company trail near the upper
power line. Follow this trail and enjoy the views until this trail crosses a well-defined road that leads
into the hills and great hiking country above Grand Forks. Your loop makes a small jog here as you
turn right for a couple of steps and then left and then a quick right on to an old road that will take
you downhill to the upper reservoir road. Turn left onto this road and after you cross a fence
continue down the hill past the main city reservoir and back into the Valley Heights subdivision.

Moderate Difficulty ~ 2.2 km ~ Time 1 hour return ~ Gravel path with fences and gates
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A short walk or drive from the Black Train Bridge Trail is the Evergreen Cemetery. There are great
views for birders along the Johnson slough as well as an opportunity to admire a wide variety of
newly planted trees. The old pines and spruces which gave the cemetery its name were taken
down in 2007 after they were damaged by the pine beetle and weakened by high winds. 

A good place to get started is at the new dog park. Park at the new parking lot on 18th Street.
Ironically you won’t be able to do this walk with your pet as the cemetery is a ‘No Dog’ zone.
Consequently, it has become a haven for the white tailed deer which is also a change from 2005.
Sneak along the south edge of the dog park fencing to come out in the cemetery. Walk along the
edge of the cemetery lawn overlooking Johnson Slough. See how many bird species you can
identify. You will eventually come to a fence and gate on 13th Street. Go through it and turn left
and walk up to 66th. There you turn left again and stroll down and come in the gates of the
Evergreen Cemetery. There are still a few spruce trees left of the old evergreen corridor. If you take
the time to study the old graves at the south end of the graveyard, you will get a good idea of the
early history of the town and the people who created it. From there walk back to the dog park.

If you want a longer loop and you want to take your dog, stroll south from the dog park parking
lot along 18th Street. These are roads but they are very quiet. Turn at 59th Avenue and walk up to
12th Street. As you walk north back to Kettle River Drive look for the culvert that takes the water
from the slough back to the river. It is full of aquatic life and is a favorite haunt of Grand Forks children.
Walk up the short hill to 66th and eventually return to the dog park by 13th or through the lane
on the outside of the cemetery fence.

Easy difficulty ~ 1 km and 2.4 km ~ Time 20 minutes or one hour return ~ Quiet roads 
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As with all of the trails in this guide, there can be many variations and loops all of which lead off
the old KVRR rail bed under Observation Mountain. 

If you are driving, park at the end of 12th St.. Take a stroll across the school field and out on to
77th Ave. and Boundary Drive Walk along 77th Ave. past 16th St. and 17th St. and on past Phoenix
Way. Here 77th Ave ends and becomes a gravel path with a steep climb known as Suicide Hill for
the sledders and bikers who come down it. Turn left and follow McCallum to the Trans Canada Trail
rail bed. Turn northwest along the TCT, past the Rotary Kiosk and the Station Pub and on to Coalshute
Road. Turn right and take the path on the south side of the road on to 19th. Cross and begin walking
on the blackened rail bed. Look for a trail on the south side that will take you back to 17th back to
77th for a short loop. 

On the railbed continue down to the path to Boundary Drive and a longer loop. If you stay on
the rail bed you will pass under a storage cave in the mountain, a remnant from mining days. There
is a large green city works storage building and lots of parking. There is also the new trail up
Observation Mountain behind it. Continue down the path beside 8th St until you get to trail
leading up to 9th St. This is know as Reid’s Hill and is a favorite sledding spot in the winter. Follow
the alleyways and the walk leads back to 12th St and the school grounds.

Easy to Moderate Difficulty ~ 2 km, 3.5 km, or 6.1 km loops ~
Time 30 minutes, 1 hour, 1 ½ hours ~ Heritage rail bed and quiet roads 
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This new trail is a real work out but the views and the forested paths are worth it. In 2008 a local
developer gifted the east side of Saddle Mountain to the Regional District. In order to provide
public access to this gift he also gifted a 6 m wide trail from Hardy Mtn Road to the new park. This
access would have remained overgrown and unused if it wasn’t for the efforts of another long time
resident and trail builder. With some help from friends, this fellow brushed and groomed the trail
to the new park. He has since added looping trails on the crown lands on the summit. There is
parking at the trailhead on a corner of Hardy Mtn. Road. The trail is well marked with hand made
shake signs as well as small rock towers. The trail to the beacon climbs almost 200 m in 1.6 km. On
the way up, look for the Saddle Bluffs trail that loops off the main trail. Once you get to the beacon
you have the choice of continuing on another loop trail around the top of the mountain or
continuing steeply down the road to Saddle Lake. If you chose to turn around and come back
down you can take the Saddle Bluffs Trail. 

Very Difficult ~ 1.6 km ~ 40 minutes one way to the beacon ~ Steep forest path
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The views both east and west from this walk are incredible. The railbed can be seen from Highway
3. It is not a walk for the faint of heart for it is a narrow trail and in some places quite rocky, with a
steep drop off to one side. The trail is on private property. The owners are comfortable with walkers
using the trail, but walkers do so at their own risk. The best access is at Reservoir Road but parking
is extremely limited. Consider parking instead at the Boundary Museum which is 600 m down the
road. If you do park on Reservoir Road, please park on the south of the sharp curve. There are a
few bends as the trail begins then it levels out except for one rather rough area with loose shale.
Caution is called for to watch your footing. It takes about 30 minutes to get to a spot that is parallel
to the USCC Community Center. The trail does continue but leads to private property with no exit.
The best option is to turn around and enjoy those views going the other way.

Moderate Difficulty ~ 1.4 km one way ~ Time 1 hour return ~ Heritage rail bed and washout 
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This is a wonderful walk or cycling trail. The views are stunning, and the landscape doubly so,
through grasslands, over hills, and through treed areas, with the rare old fruit trees here and there.
Flowers are everywhere. Access is to the west of Grand Forks along Hwy 3, up and around Spencer
Hill, past the gravel pit, to a lane on the right, across from Gibbs Creek Road. At the fork in the lane,
turn right again to where the lane ends. There is just enough space to park two cars. After parking,
proceed up the slope to a survey marker. Here begins the railbed, going past the gravel pit and
swallow nest boxes. The trail winds past grass covered hills on one side and the spectacular view
of the valley on the other. It passes through Crown land and private land. After the huge pine the
trail dips and zig zags along. Look for the water trough from the railway days on the upper side of
the trail. This is part of the old July Creek irrigation system used to water Doukhobour orchards
and gardens. The path gently slopes downward and changes from gravel to grass, ending at Reservoir
Road. If you want a longer walk, VV&E East starts just across the road. 

Easy Difficulty ~ 3.8 km one way ~ Time 2 hours return ~ Heritage rail bed
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This new trail connects Highway 41 with the Trans Canada Trail where it crosses Highway 3,
providing access to the West End along Hillview Road as well as Highway 41 that leads down to
the joint Canada / US Border Station at Danville, WA. This will eventually link with the Ferry County
Rail Trail that connects to Republic WA. It is an ideal walking and cycling trail. This trail crosses a
number of busy streets and parallels a main highway where cars are traveling at 70 kmh or more
so it is important to be aware of the traffic around you. Starting at the junction of Highway 3 and
41, head east on the south side of the highway to the Cemetery Frontage Road, which becomes
the Hall Frontage Road near the USCC Center. Follow the Hall Frontage Road to Spragget Road.
Cross this road and follow the newly paved trail in front to Extra Foods and Kal Tire. Continue on
the Frontage Road passing the Regional District offices. Cut through the Arena / Rec Center parking
lot to 19th Street. Cross 19th at the light and continue along Highway 3 to the entrance to the TCT.
Here you can either continue along Highway 3 to the downtown area or follow the TCT to the Black
Train Bridge and City Park.

Moderate Difficulty ~ 6.5 km one way ~ Time 2 hours ~ Old pavement and frontage road
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The next two trails in this booklet are ideal for cycling and skiing as well as walking. However,
the North Fork Trail is best done downhill as the heritage rail bed has become quite rutted and
sandy and poses a real challenge for cyclists going uphill. It is also a ‘mixed-use’ trail so you may
encounter ATV’s and dirt bikes. To do this, start by loading up your bike on your car and heading
24 km west out of town to the Eholt turn off. Turn into the road and find the designated parking
area on your left. Unload the bikes and head south down the Brown Creek Road which is the TCT
and a logging road so look for all kinds of traffic. About 3 km south the road turns left downhill
and heads for the North Fork. Stay on the rail bed and pass through the Rathmullen Gate. This side
of the TCT has also been recently logged so the trail is wide and smoother. Be careful though; there
have been washouts in this section and the rail bed is narrow in spots. Look for the trail down to
the creek which flows all year round. Another 3 km and you will arrive at the first tunnel. These rail
tunnels can be dark so proceed on your bike only if you have lights. The tunnels are beautiful in
the winter with ice structures hanging from the ceiling and growing up from the floor. After you
exit this tunnel, the views of the Granby Valley below are breathtaking. About 5 km further south
you will find the next tunnel which is even longer and darker so be careful. Just south of the tunnel’s
exit is the historic Sectionman Shed. This shed has been repurposed with bunk beds and table.
There is also an outhouse here. Please go in and sign the log. Less than 2 km further south is the
Fisherman Creek Road. Look for the trail to the falls on the uphill side of the rail bed. Unfortunately,
in 2015 a windstorm blew down some very large trees and the trail is difficult but still worth ex-
ploring. The creek also flows all year round and is a good source of water if you need some. Travel
another 4 km past the Goat Mountain Road and come to the Youth Bench recently placed on an
ideal lookout by a group of young girls. Continue on the rail bed around the gate and across Eagle
Ridge Road. This is a beautiful section around little Ward Lake. It is a wonderful opportunity for
birders to observe a wide variety of birds most of the year. Continue on past two more gates
designed to ‘quiet’ motorized traffic and arrive at the North Fork Road and another designated
parking area and kiosk. Not far away the Station Pub waits to serve you a quenching drink to
celebrate your biking adventure.

Moderate Difficulty ~ 21.7 km one way
Time 2 hours cycling ~ Heritage Rail bed and logging road
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Perhaps no other trail best epitomizes the vision and dedication of the trails society then this
one. In 2001 when the Terasen natural gas pipeline was installed a crush gravel surface was laid
down on most it. Since then the two trestles have been decked and re-decked. And since then the
society has advocated for the paving of the entire trail to create the commuter friendly corridor
that would connect Grand Forks and Christina Lake with people-powered transportation. It would
also allow citizens and visitors of all abilities to bike through two new provincial parks and enjoy
the scenery and beaches along the way.

You can start this trail at either end, but perhaps the easiest thing to do is to load your bikes and
drive 18 km east on Highway 3 to the Cascade Trestle parking area located just before the Highway
395 turn off. Pull carefully off the highway and drive down a badly rutted road to a wide parking
area. Here there are picnic tables and an outhouse. Take the time to stroll across the trestle,
renamed the Canadian Railway Workers by the military when they decked the trestle in 2003. The
Cascade Gorge is a breath-taking waterway and attracts thousands of viewers throughout the year.
When you are ready, get on your bike and begin to travel west. You will pass through three gates
that provide security for adjacent land owners from motorized vehicles. After that you will be riding
in the new Gilpin Grasslands Provincial Park along the shores of the Kettle River. After passing close
by new homes on the south side of the trail you will pass by the area known as Mehmal Beach.
This area will be fenced even though the beach is actually on public property. Nevertheless, please
respect private property because there is another public beach just ahead. On the other side of
the river you will pass the Doukhobour settlement of Gilpin. Just pass this you will come to another
public beach area with riverside trails. It is worthwhile to park the bike and wander down to the
river and along the riverside trails because you will find yet another sandy beach just a km away
upstream. When you get back on your bike it is less than 2 km to the entrance to another new
provincial park, Boothman’s Oxbow. This park is famous for its birding and wildlife and it worth your
time to bike or stroll down into the wetlands just to listen to the bird song. Parts of this park are
being replanted to replace the domestic grasses with the indigenous plants of the grasslands.
After 3 more km you will arrive at the Nursery trestle, renamed the Munro Trestle by the CME in
honor of a long serving local soldier. There are beaches on either side of the trestle. If you like that
sort of thing there is a good jumping platform and rope swing into a deep pool of the Kettle River.
There are picnic tables, information kiosk and an outhouse. There is also good parking on either
side of the trestle if you want to pack up your bike. If not, it is just another 1.7 km on the paved
WaterFront Trail to 68th Avenue and down town Grand Forks.

Moderate Difficulty ~ 17 km one way
Time 1 1/2 hour cycling ~ Crush gravel trail and single track
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Hidden behind Extra Foods are the old GN rail beds that brought passenger service into the city
at the beginning of the 20th century. These rail beds have become roads but some of them still
exist in the fields on the south side of 68th east of Spraggett Bridge. One of the most delightful
trails is a short walk from the end of 25th Street and 65th Avenue. Drivers can park at Angus McDonald
Park just off of 68th and stroll down 25th until you see the raised rail bed running straight to the
Kettle River. It is less than 500 m to the river but it is a big wonder of engineering as the old rail
bed is significantly raised above the surrounding fields. Near the end of the trail the foot path veers
off to the left to a beautiful little beach. If you stand at the end of the rail bed you can only wonder
how the railroad once crossed the river. If you look closely and the waters are low you can see
some of the timbers that supported this long forgotten trestle. If you examine this landscape on
Google Maps you can see how this rail bed lined up with the Y on the south side of Carson Road

Easy ~ 1 km return ~ Time 30 minutes ~ Heritage rail bed
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This historic surface beside the Granby River leads right to the heritage dam site. Most of the
trail is on city land and includes the best beach in the city – Slag Beach. Turn left off the Granby
Road just past the Shooting Range on the right. The road all the way down is not recommended
unless you have 4 wheel drive. Park near the top and walk down a steep twisted rutted surface to
the first fork in the ‘road’. The fork to the right is the old CPR rail bed which takes you 700 m to a
precipice above the dam site. The ‘road’ to the left takes you steeply down to another fork in the
‘road’. To the left it is a short distance to the beach which is sometimes called ‘Nudie Cove’ as many
locals enjoy swimming here with any attire. The trail on the right is the flat surface that held the
wooden flume from Granby Dam to the turbines at the smelter. Follow along the river and appreciate
the perfect Class 2/3 water for kayakers. Indeed, local kayakers have played between the dam site
and Slag Beach each spring for years. In the summer, a much different flotation device is seen
bumping along the rocky shallows by countless tubers. The dam site contains the old penstock
chamber and the metal ring that channeled the water into the flumeway. The pillars of the CPR
and GN trestles stand above. If the waters are low, look for the remains of the earthen dam and
the two trestles in the depths below. Don’t be tempted to climb up to the old CPR rail bed above
as the slope is steep and hazardous. Try taking that trail next time especially in the spring when
the Saskatoons fill the air with their white scented blossoms.

Moderate Difficulty ~ 2.4 km return ~Time 1 1/2 hour ~ Steep rutted road and flume way




